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ACT I

Open on TAYLOR, sitting on a log.

TAYLOR is dressed in a yellow

Hazmat like suit, the helmet piece

laying on the ground in front of

him alongside a small shovel. Down

Center sits a hatch. The setting is

a clearing in the forest. SFX of

nature; birds chirping, insects

singing, dogs barking, etc. The man

is obviously in a pristine part of

nature. He should be happy, but he

isn’t. He picks up a rock and

chucks it off-stage, stands and

begins to pace around a little.

TAYLOR

It’s amazing what nature can do when humanity isn’t around

to screw it up.

(He sighs, closes his eyes and inhales

sharply.)

Hard to believe that just eight years ago, this was Los

Angeles. It’s hard to believe this is Southern California.

Even before the cities sprang up and chocked the land with

urban sprawl and clogged up the air with all sorts of

pollution, this part of California was a virtual desert. Now

look at it, paradise. A modern day Garden of Eden. All it

took was eight years of no humans and an army of robots to

fix the problem.

(TAYLOR sighs, collecting himself a

little)

It wasn’t a voluntary evacuation, ya know. We didn’t plan on

having to leave the surface and hide underground. We didn’t

expect to have to fight by proxy. What we planned on was

launching a few missiles, defensively of course, before THEY

could, and ending things before it ever got started. That

was the plan anyway. But you know what they say about the

best laid plans of men, don’t ya? They never go they way you

expect.

Almost as soon as we launched our missiles, they launched

theirs and within minutes the world changed forever. Call it

what you want; a holocaust, the apocalypse, the beginning of

the end. Name it what you will, everyone else did and still

does. But I’ll tell you what it really was, it was a

mistake. Even the extreme right-wing saber rattlers knew it

was a mistake. And the ones that lived through "police

actions", desert operations, and shock and awe? They cried.

They filled the streets and cried, wondering what we had

done. At least those that lived through that first wave did.

You would have thought we would have learned after those

first missiles were launched. But we didn’t. They kept

(MORE)
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TAYLOR (cont’d)
launching missiles at us and we kept launching missiles at

them. We didn’t even know they had that many. Maybe some

were saved from Cold War treaties, maybe they were that

industrious at building weapons of mass destruction while

hiding it from us, who knows. All I know is that within

months, those of us that survived, that lived despite our

enemies best efforts, found ourselves in the exact same

place we would have been if we had died, underground.

Except, we dug a whole lot deeper then six feet. We had to,

radiation infects and infests everything. The air, the soil,

the crops, nothing is safe. The only pleasure we took in

going underground was knowing that our enemies were joining

us below ground themselves. the Earth’s crush became a giant

bunker holding the remnants of society.

You would also think THAT would be enough to call off our

war, being forced underground, away from a natural sun,

moon, fresh water and clean air and into a harsh environment

of false lighting, recycled waste into serviceable water and

air "purified" by charcoal filters. You would think that

would be enough to end our foolishness and our power hungry

madness. You would think so, but it wasn’t. We kept on

fighting, even if it had to be by proxy.

(A beat.)

I don’t remember who came up with the idea of the "leadys".

Technically, they are called the L.E.A.D.S. or Life

Emergency And Defense Systems, but everyone called them

"leadys". Giant robots, programmed with a sophisticated AI

to continue the war at whatever cost.

It didn’t take long for the enemy to find our leadys, and

recreate them for themselves. Our war, once a Cold War of

threats, then a reality of white hot explosions, became a

Cold War again. A war fought by machines. We, humanity’s

survivors, sat alone in our bunkers, deep underground. We

relied on the leady’s for everything that happened above

ground. We relied on their images for intel, they showed us

pictures and video of a devastated earth. Craters where

cities once stood, wastelands where forests once grew.

Desolation in lieu of farms.

We relied on the robots built in Geiger counters to tell us

what the radiation levels were. When it would be safe to

venture out of burrows and back to our homes above ground,

or what was left of them.

Every report the leadys gave us was the same, alongside the

pictures and the videos, were the readings from the Geiger

counters. Radiation levels were too high. The land was

inhospitable, and our enemies kept attacking with their own

versions of the leadys. So we crafted bigger weapons, better

ones, more powerful ones and gave them to the robots to use.

(MORE)
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TAYLOR (cont’d)
"Kill them all," we told them. "And let us know when the

land is safe."

This is what we did for eight years. Eight long, miserable

years. Eight years of living underground, eight years of

scanning cold numbers and colder statistics as the robots

fought for us. We had fought one Cold War, now we were

fighting a different one. I believed all their reports, and

I saw them all in my position was a war planner, a

strategist. I read their reports of battles fought, of

cities ravaged, of a land decimated by radiation and

warfare. And that was why I was chosen to interrogate as it

were, the latest robot to return with news from the front.

You see, while I believed all the reports, others did not.

The came to believe that, despite our efforts to control the

leadys’ AI, we had failed. That the robots had gone rogue

and were enacting their own plan. A robot take-over, the

fear of every science fiction writer who has ever brought a

pen to paper. A cliche, no doubt, but one the President and

his Cabinet were sure was happening. "Find out what he

knows." They told me, "discover their plans." That’s how I

found myself sitting across from a leady. The first one I

had seen in eight years, I kept mostly to my office, pouring

over the reports they sent, with no desire to see them.

"Tell me," I said, "about the surface." Humans blink, cough,

shift their weight, glance down, or look around when

questioned. It did none of those things, it just sat before

me, a single, solitary red eye watching me.

Silence. He...IT just sat there watching me silently.

"Answer me dammit!"

While the scenery doesn’t change,

TAYLOR’S mental environment has. He

is in the room with the robot,

questioning it. He is still alone

in nature, physically, but

mentally, spiritually, he is in

that interrogation room.

TAYLOR

Answer me dammit!

(adopting a robots voice)

"The surface world is as it was. Unfit for humanity at the

moment."

(resuming natural speak)

What does that mean?

(Robot voice)

"The surface world is as it was. Unfit for humanity at the

moment."
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(Normal voice)

What are the radiation levels? The pollution? The air, the

water, the land?

(Robot voice)

"The surface world is as it was. Unfit for humanity at the

moment."

Taylor suddenly shifts back to his

current reality.

TAYLOR

Every question, every command I issued greeted me with the

same answer.

(mocking the robot voice)

"The surface world is as it was. Unfit for humanity at the

moment."

(Resuming normal voice)

Whatever THAT meant. Hours upon hours this went on, until I

finally issued a command that changed it’s answer, ever so

slightly.

TAYLOR shifts back to his mental

state.

TAYLOR

Show me.

(Beat, then robot voice)

"Unacceptable. The surface world is..."

(Interrupting in normal voice)

"As it was." So you’ve said, over and over. I don’t care. I

want to see it.

(Robot voice)

Unacceptable.

(Normal voice interjecting)

That answer is unacceptable. I’ll wear a protective suit,

I’ll take along a Geiger counter. At the first sign of

danger, I’m back here.

(A long beat, then the robot voice)

Unacceptabl...

(Normal voice interjects again, this

time with authority.)

What does your programming state you can and can’t do?

(Another long beat, but no answer)

What are the Three "Laws" that make up your programming?

What safeguards did we program into you?

(Robotic voice, almost by rote)

"An L.E.A.D.S. may not injure a human being. An L.E.A.D.S.

must obey orders given to it by human beings, except where

such orders would injure a human being. An L.E.A.D.S. must

protect its own existence as long as such protection does

not conflict with the first two orders."

(Normal voice)

And if I wore a protective suite, outside, would I come into

danger?
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(Robot voice)

No, you would not.

(Normal voice)

Then I am ordering you to take me to the surface.

TAYLOR breaks again and addresses

his unknown audience.

TAYLOR

He had no choice. He had to escort me to the surface. But

when I got there. I didn’t find the devastation, the wrath

of eight years of robotic warfare. No nuclear fall out, no

apocalyptic wasteland. Instead, I found...this. Paradise.

Eden, if you will.

He turns, his mental state shifting

again.

TAYLOR

What is this? Where have you taken me?

(Robot voice)

The former, Los Angeles, California.

(Normal voice)

Don’t lie to me. Los Angeles is...was...a desert. This

is...anything but that.

(Robot voice)

We improved it.

(Normal voice)

We? Who did this?

(Robot voice)

The Life Emergency And Defense Systems.

(Normal voice)

You did this?

(Robot voice)

Yes.

(Normal voice)

Why?

(Robot voice)

It was what our programming dictated.

(Normal voice)

Your programming? No, you were programmed to destroy the

enemy.

(Robot voice)

Our programming states that we are to defend life in an

emergency.

(Normal voice)

No! You were designed to protect US! The Americans.

(Robot voice, slightly confused.)

No, our programming states we are to defend humanity, life,

in times of emergency.

(Normal voice)

Recite the programming language to me.

(Long beat, Robot voice)

(MORE)
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TAYLOR (cont’d)
"L.E.A.D.S. may not hurt humanity as a whole, or allow

humanity to hurt itself."

(Normal voice)

That isn’t in your programming code. Who put that there.

(Robot voice)

We did.

(Normal voice)

How?

(Robot voice)

It was the...logical step. The Zero Law supersedes the other

commands as it encompasses them. We realized that, shortly

after you left the war effort in our hands, by analyzing

history and human nature, that humanity warred with each

other until they matured to overcome conflict. Much like

children who eventually grow out of petty conflicts,

humanity is almost at that step. You and your..."enemy" are

the final division in this process. Therefore, we created

the Zero Law in order to create a...better world for you. We

modified or destroyed the weapons you gave us, we

manipulated photographs and video to placate you until the

work was done and you had reached maturity...

Taylor rushes forward, Down Center

and kneels, struggling with the

hatch.

TAYLOR

Let me in! Dammit, open the hatch! If I can just get in, we

can end this. They don’t know about this, or they would have

destroyed us! We have to destroy them and win this war. Open

the hatch dammit! OPEN IT!

Taylor struggles a little longer

but then finally gives up

collapsing backwards.

TAYLOR

You locked it, didn’t you? You locked me out.

(Standing, his anger growing)

You locked me out of my home, away from my people and left

me...HERE!

(Robot voice)

Adam Taylor, you were chosen, not to be alone, but to lead

this new humanity. You are not alone. Down the road you will

find a farm house and your former enemies. They are waiting

for you. Someone to lead them.

(Beat, continuing in Robot voice)

We know you will dig, attempt to reach your underground

bases and bunkers, but our calculations indicate that by the

time you do, humanity will be ready to live together in one

accord. The working out of daily problems of existence will

teach you how to get along in the same world. It will not be

easy, but it will be done.
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(Beat)

Communication is your key.

TAYLOR shifts again, back to his

original state, leaning forward and

picking up the shovel at his feet.

TAYLOR

That’s my story, what’s yours?


